SAMPSON CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
PRODUCT DATA SHEET FOR
FRESHA
FRESHA LAUNDRY POWDER
A premium quality clothes cleaner with fabric brighteners, softeners and low foam surfactants with longlasting Fruity Fragrance. FRESHA is not high in pH and therefore will not cause long term damage to your
clothes.
Uses: FRESHA is suitable for all top loading and FRONT LOADING washing machines and may be safely
used for all laundry applications from delicate fabrics to heavy overalls.
FRESHA rinses off easily and completely. FRESHA is low in Phosphates and is safe for grey water use

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
Description: White Powder with a Pleasant Long Lasting Fragrance.
Compact formula, Grey water Safe, Low Phosphates pH balanced, Low Irritancy and Economical
Available in 10Kg Carton, Pail and Plastic Bag. And 20Kg Pail. Also available: 1 wash sachets (100gm) in
cartons of 150.
N.B. FRESHA is designed not to foam. Foam in the wash water actually impedes water flow through the
garments weave decreasing the cleaning action.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE
Use 1 scoop per average sized load with average soiling. (5kg Machine)
A 100gm 1 wash sachet is suitable for use in a 7Kg machine with normal soiling
Increase or decrease dosage rate dependant on soiling level and machine size.
***TIP*** More water ,less detergent, less laundry and a longer cycle often produces better results.
Too much laundry in the wash water impedes the water flow through the weave diminishing the
ing action and results.
Use lower levels of FRESHA for towels, nappies, blankets etc.
For best results use in conjunction with "Pamper" fabric conditioner.
On heavily soiled clothes, greasy overalls, and
work gear add small amounts of FRESHA
PLUS” to boost the cleaning power.
For further information consult
Material Safety Data Sheet

CONTACT: APACK COMMERCIAL
1300 553 503
Also available in 1 wash sachets - 100gm.
Sold as cartons of 150 sachets
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